How publishers can

double
their commerce content
revenue during the
holiday season

The average publisher doubles their commerce
content revenue in the holiday season and the best
way to do it is by focusing on product categories
that are most popular with their readers.
The verticals you should write about on Black
Friday and beyond:
The below categories drove the most commission for publishers during holiday 2017.
They’re ranked by increase in commission year-on-year:

Soft furnishings

Furniture

201%

Women’s fashion

167%

Accessories

54%

Department stores

47%

26%

Top Merchants during the 2017 holiday period:
These merchants drove the most commission for publishers.

Strategies to make key days
of the season sparkle
22 Nov

Thanksgiving

More than the start to the Cyber Weekend
Top Thanksgiving Content focused on helping people find
ways to stream the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade and
travel destinations for people to spend the holiday

23 Nov

Black
Friday

Find a specific product category that works
for you
Over half of the highest earning Black Friday articles last
year focused on a single product publishers already knew
was popular with their readers (e.g. laptops) and paired
it with the best possible deals for products in that
category, rather than focusing on multiple products in
the same article.

26 Nov

Cyber
Monday

More than Cyber
Furniture and fashion articles featured in
the top 10 for the first time last year

FROM

14 Dec

Last
Shipping
Day

Create urgency
This is an easy win after Black Friday, with high traffic and
far fewer articles written. Use urgency (e.g. “last chance”)
in your headline to encourage conversions.

It’s a Holiday season
Start early

Mobile
Optimise for all platforms

You can pick up traffic and conversions

Mobile traffic grew 3x more than desktop

from early November, especially where

during holiday 2017, which we expect to

articles focus on early sales. If you can

continue in 2018. However conversions

publish your content early, you’re also likely

continue to lag behind (32% lower on mobile

to benefit from preferential SEO ranking,

than desktop), so where possible ensure

making your content more visible in search

your content is designed with mobile in mind

results than competitors who publish later.

and to help conversions.

What content works best
at Black Friday?
Deals On Big Ticket
Tech Items: Laptops,
Tablets, TVs

Search-orientated
headlines:

Department Store
Articles:

80% of the top 25 Black

Department stores were

The top 3 Black Friday

Friday articles featured

the highest earning vertical

articles all focused on

“Black Friday deal” and

during the 2017 holiday

deals on technology items. / or “Black Friday sale” in

season and it is easy to see

their headline and URL,

why. The holidays are not

reflecting a keen focus on

about convenience they’re

what readers will search

about consideration and

for on Black Friday.

when people are making
purchases they care about
they favour established
department store brands
they trust over
internet-only retailers

What are the highlights of
the US holiday season?
Grey November

Black Friday

Black Friday promotions start way
before the holiday and early bird
shoppers will start purchasing now

Obviously, Black Friday remains the
highlight, but keep in mind it has
expanded beyond traditional product
categories that have performed well

MILLIONS OF CLICKS

2m

1.5m

1m

NOVEMBER

0m

DECEMBER

“Silent” Saturday /
Sunday
The weekend between
the Cyber days may be
overlooked, but Black
Friday purchasing runs
through to Cyber Monday

Cyber Monday

Last Shipping Date

Speaking of which, Cyber
Monday continues to grow
and has moved beyond
“cyber” categories like
technology to include
fashion, furniture and more

Clicks increase
significantly December
10 through December
15 as people make
last-minute purchases,
use urgency related
keywords for maximum
effect here

Number of clicks on major
holiday events in Skimlinks’
global network

3.5m

4.3m

Thanksgiving

Black Friday

4m

1.8m

Cyber Monday

December 10-15
Daily average

4.9m

“Silent” Saturday
and Sunday

Personas you’ll see this season
The Early Bird Shopper
When do they shop?
From November 1 onwards
Clicks rise from 700k a day in October
to 1m a day by November 12

Home-Improvers vs. Gift Buyers?
When do they shop?
The Cyber Weekend
Furniture became a new top category during Black
Friday 2018, which suggests the holiday has once
again focused on buying gifts for yourself and your
home rather than for others

Last Minute Buyers
When do they shop?
December 10-15
Some people can’t help waiting till the last moment
to buy gifts and with 11.2m clicks to harness,
they’re a group publishers should look at seriously

Sly Shoppers
When do they shop?
December 26-31
There are 6.3m clicks in the last week of the year
in the US and “Sly Shoppers” do it on mobile to
avoid drawing attention to the fact they’re already
shopping after receiving so many gifts

What do I do now?
• Explore new verticals beyond technology, electronics and gadgets
• Be mobile friendly wherever possible
• Think Beyond Black Friday: there’s a whole season of opportunities to seize
• Use Merchant Search to find new offers as their released
• Add our Black Friday Shopping Galleries to your articles
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